
The Rules of Whiz 
 
Starting The Game 

1) Make some friends. For whiz the optimum is 8 or 9. Playing with four or 
fewer is a game for the true elite and requires years of intense practice and a 
receding hairline. Or an asexual face. 

2) Ensure that your friends have some alcohol. First choice should be a pint of 
lager, as weights and measures in whiz are defined by a pint glass-drinking 
vessel. The game can be easily adapted to include wine glasses or alcopop 
bottles, but be aware that at stricter tables double parking of drinks is not 
allowed. 

3) Seat your newfound mates around a suitable table. A table is not an absolute 
necessity but it provides a flat surface on which to place your drink. 

4) Anyone at the table can announce the start of a game of whiz. They become 
the initiator. To do this the player should select a direction (left or right) and 
then say the phrase "to my left/right (delete as appropriate) whiz". It is this 
phrase and only this phrase that will encourage the particle to bless our plane 
of existence with its divine presence. 

 
The game has now begun. The players at the table must now aim to prolong the 
particle's presence for as long as possible by stating the sacred phrases as fast as 
possible in the appropriate order. 
 
The Sacred Phrases 
 

 
 
All phrases should be stated loudly and clearly at the same time as the appropriate 
body action is performed. All illustrations and instructions show whiz being played 
"to my left". To play "to my right" simply reverse the picture. I find placing a small 
pocket mirror next to the picture helps with this visualisation. Particularly useful if 
you have trisomy number after, or "downs". 
 
These phrases can generally be stated in any order, although each does have its own 
consequences. It is true knowledge and application of these consequences that defines 
the whiz master. Any incorrect application results in loss of the particle and should be 
punished. 
 
Two fingers depth of a pint is standard punishment. 



WHIZ 
 
See figure 1. Whiz is the basic passage of the particle to the next player by sweeping 
the appropriate hand across your body, with the elbow at 90 degrees. 
 
If the particle is passing to the left, the player shouting whiz should use their right 
hand to pass the particle across their body to their left. 
 
Whiz can follow most other phrases, but if you state the third whiz in a sequence of 
three consecutive whizzes, the particle is lost and you are punished. 
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Fig 1. Whiz 
 
BOING 
 
Blocking the passage of the particle and sending it back in the opposite direction. This 
is done by stating 'boing', while raising the forearm to vertical with the fist at about 
shoulder height, but approximately nine inches away in front of the body. If whiz is 
passing to the left, the left forearm is used to block the particle. See figure 2. 
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Fig 2. Whiz  Boing 
 
BOUNCE 
 
This phrase brings three players into the game, the one that states bounce, and the 
next two in the same direction. It continues the game in the same direction, but 
bounces the particle over the immediate next player, effectively skipping their go, so 
that the third player in line should state their phrase next. Basically the aim is to catch 



out the third player by teaming up with the second player who, if they're any good 
will say header before third player has chance to speak. If they have pre-cog ability, 
they'll say it inhumanly quick and leave the rest of the table in awe When stating 
bounce, both hands are raised above the head as fists then pulled back down to ear 
level to tense the guns. See figure 3. 
 

 
Fig 3. Whizz  Bounce 
 
HEADER 
 
When bounce is called, the player being skipped states header, while performing a 
football style header to the appropriate side, effectively headering the particle past the 
third player. 
 
If header is stated before the third player states their phrase, this third player is 
punished. 
 
Discrepancies as to whether header is 'there' are decided by democratic vote at the 
table. The vote is counted by thumbs up versus thumbs down. Majority thumbs down 
means header was there and third player deserves punishment. 
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Fig 4. Header  EAT!!!  
 
ALPHA 
 
Opposite of bounce. Alpha skips a player, in the same way as bounce, but also 
reverses the direction of the particle, to send it back the other way around the table. 
While stating alpha, the forearms are crossed in front of the chest, see figure 4. 
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Fig 4. Whiz  Alpha 
 
FLICK ON 
 
Opposite of header. While stating flick on the head is flicked backwards, in a football 
style flick on. Again, if second player states flick on before third player states their 
phrases, third player is punished. 
 
Header and flick on should not be stated as phrases in their own right. They should 
only be stated after the appropriate parent phrase. I.e. flick on only after alpha, and 
header only after bounce. If header or flick on is used too slowly, they are simply 
ignored. 
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Fig 5. Flick On  EAT!!! 
 
BANG 
 
Passes the particle to any other player at the table. While stating bang, both arms are 
extended out in front of the body, in the direction of the player to whom the particle is 
to be passed. The receiving player may then state any phrase, including another bang. 
However the phrase stated must be in the correct direction, i.e. if the particle was 
travelling left before the bang, it must continue left after the bang. See figure five. 
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Fig 6. Bang (with optional 'blue steel') 
 
Also if the receiving player does use a bang, i.e. there has now been two in a row, the 
next receiver cannot use bang. So effectively, 'you can bang a bang, but you can't 
bang a bang bang'. 
 
BOOM 
 
The big one. 
 
Catching a fellow player with a boom is a fine talent and can require years of practise. 
The aim is to make the target player chin the remaining volume of alcohol in front of 
them. Boom is similar to bounce but brings four players into the game. The player 
stating boom, and the next three players in the same direction. If the second and third 
players say the right thing quickly enough, the fourth player in line must finish their 
drink. Player two must say 'AL TORO' and then player three must say 'AL TORO 
POR FAVOR', all before the fourth player states their phrase. 
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Fig 7. BOOM, oh no!!! 
 
AL TORO 
Once player to your right has said boom, raise the fingers to your head to look like a 
bulls horns and shout al toro 



 
Fig 8. Al toro 
 
AL TORO POR FAVOR 
 
If the player to your right says al toro raise your fingers horn like to your head and 
shout al toro por favor, before player to your left can respond. Now celebrate with 
your booming buddies while player to your left chins all before them. 
 

 
���Fig 9. Al toro por favor  EAT!!!!! 
 
FRAMING 
 
If any player at the table is too slow, they are said to be framing. They will know they 
are framing, because everyone else at the able will be calling them a framer, or a 
framing little b*st**d, or Leroy. They will also be making a rectangle or frame with 
the thumb and first finger of each hand. See figure 10. Framing incurs the standard 
two finger punishment. 
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Fig 10. 
 
Left of the F**k Up 
 
When someone is punished for f**king up, the player to the 'left of the f**k up' 
should restart the game, by stating 'to my left/right' and one of the sacred phrases 
(excluding header, flickon, al toro or al toro por favour). However they cannot restart 
the game until the punished has placed their drink on the table. 
 
Summary 
 
There you have the basics. There are other extras, and tricks that you will learn as you 
practise, some of which are explained in the jargon section. Use this guide wisely to 
become a master of the fine art of whiz; then you can come and get involved in the 
MedBar Whiz tournament. 


